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Abstract—This report briefly summarizes static WCET analy-
sis methods and describes a hands-on experiences that the author
had when briefly trying Bound-T WCET analysis tool.

I. INTRODUCTION

In WCET analysis the goal is to find an upper bound to
the execution of a specific task. The tasks are usually parts of
programs with hard real-time requirements. In static WCET
analysis the analysis is done statically without executing the
code. The static analysis can be divided into value analysis,
control-flow analysis, processor behavior analysis and esti-
mate calculation [1].

In value analysis variable’s memory address or possible
memory address ranges and value ranges are inferred stati-
cally. Value analysis can be done with constant propagation
or interval analysis [2]. In constant propagation, reaching
definitions (i.e. set of instructions which contain no intervening
assignment instructions between the initial assignment) are
calculated and the constant values are substituted to these
reaching definitions. Interval analysis was presented by Cousot
in [3]. It provides a set of values that a program variable
can include at a given program point. Interval analysis is
generalized from constant folding by replacing single constant
values with interval ranges.

Control-flow analysis produces information on possible
execution paths. The analysis takes the call graph, control
flow graph, variable ranges calculated by value analysis and
possible user-written annotations as its input. The output is the
dynamic description of the task including which variables are
called, how conditional executions depend on each other and
which paths are feasible.

The execution of an instruction is dependent on the pro-
cessor state. The processor-behavior analysis is responsible
for calculating an upper bound for the execution of an in-
struction. This analysis must consider all paths with which the
instruction can be reached and form an estimate. This task has
become increasingly complex with modern processors having
multiple functional units and pipeline architecture.

Final step in the analysis is the estimate calculation. The
goal here is to produce a sufficiently tight upper bound for
the execution of a code snippet given the control-flow timing
graph calculated int the processor-behavior analysis phase.
This analysis can be done by applying structure-based, path-
based and implicit path enumeration (IPET) techniques. The
structure based approach traverses the syntax tree in bottom-up
manner and applies combination rules according to the type of
the expression in question akin to the evaluation of a functional

program. Since the analysis is done on syntax tree which is
closer to the source than the actual executable, optimizations
and complex control flow cannot be considered. Path-based
calculation looks for the longest execution path, applies loop
iterations and forms estimate based on that. The problem is
that the longest path must be explicitly found requiring some
heuristic.

The most important approach is the implicit path enu-
meration (IPET) [4]. In IPET a set of linear equations is
formed which is based on the program flow and basic block
execution time estimates obtained in the previously completed
processor-behavior analysis phase. The upper bound is found
by maximizing the sum of execution counts and times when
solving the integer linear programming (ILP) or constraint
programming (CP) problem. IPET allows. See [5] for thorough
overview on estimate calculation methods.

II. TOOLS

There are various static WCET tools available. AbsInt’s
aiT tool [6] is probably the most famous and commercially
successful of them. For this paper I studied Bound-T tool [7]
which is maintained by Tidorum Ltd. Bound-T is a commer-
cially licensed tool but has a size-limited version of available
for no-cost. The free version is available for Intel/Linux
platform and requires you to download support programs and
Bound-T main program for the target you are interested in for
which I chose to be ARM7 TDMI. I extracted the given files,
which produces several binaries, added the directory to PATH
and was all setup to go.

After setup I downloaded the given example program
from [8], which luckily included the ARM binary so that I
didn’t need to install a cross compiler. I tried the example
given in the page and everything seemed to be working.

Then I decided to test with my own program using Maemo
SDK+’s [9] ARM GCC compiler. I wrote simple C program
given in Figure 1 and compiled into a binary named test.
Executing boundt_arm7 -arm7 test main yielded an
the response indicating that the Loop Bound for add() was 10
and some estimates on WCET time for both add() and main().

Since being an engineer, I decided not to read the manual
first. Below are few thing I stumbled upon:

• It is good idea to use -g switch to produce better error
messages

• if you try to analyze the function add() in the example
instead of main() the tool doesn’t give you estimate but
an error indicating the the loop is unbound which makes



int add(int a, int b)
{

int sum = 0;
int i;

for (i = a; i < b; i++)
sum += i;

return sum;
}

int main(void)
{

int a = 10;
int b = 2*a;

add(a, b);

return 0;
}

Figure 1. Simple C program that was used to test Bound-T

sense, since apparently it cannot deduce the bounds if it
focuses only to that particular function.

Bound-T comes with a rather extensive user guide which
explains the features and limitations of the tool.
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